Truth Versus Fables
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In March 09, two relatives of mine sent me an article titled “An Experience of Rapture
As Shared By a Sister”. It's very sad that most church-goers don't know the
Scriptures. If the experience/vision that woman had was real, those who know the
Scriptures know that her experience was not from the true Jesus.
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The woman claimed to have seen antichrist, and that he told her: “Go in the left
direction you will find other Christians there, do not go in the right direction. They
are taking the mark already. Go now I give you one minute.”
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The fake-Christ will never tell anyone where to find true Christians, or to run away
from taking his mark.
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Also, the woman narrated: “I asked him what about you? He turned and said I am the
antichrist who has lived in your midst for so long waiting for this day.”
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The fake-Christ will never tell anyone that he is the antichrist. He will perform great
signs and wonders to convince everyone that he is the Christ and no one can judge or
object, because spiritual leaders have already taught the world never to judge. By
perverting the teachings of Christ, most who claim to be Christian are already saying
we should never judge or condemn.
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The woman continued narrating her experience/vision. She said of the man who told
her that he is the antichrist: “I turned back; lo and behold the man we left has turned
to the antichrist.”
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She is thinking that the fake-Christ will be recognized by a beastly appearance or an
unpleasant appearance. The fake-Christ isn’t going to look like a beast. He will be
loved and feared by the whole world because of his spirit and miraculous powers.
He will be the greatest human-genius in changing people’s mind (convincing). He will
be domineering and greatly feared and loved by all. He will be the most loved human
ruler the world has ever encountered.
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Revelation 13:8-18 “All who dwell on the earth will worship the fake-Christ, whose
names have not been written in the Book of Life of the Lamb slain from the
foundation of the world. … Fake-Christ’s Assistant exercises all the authority of the
fake-Christ in his presence, and causes the earth and those who dwell in it to
worship the first beast [the fake-Christ], whose deadly wound was healed. FakeChrist’s Assistant performs great signs, so that he even makes fire come down from
heaven on the earth in the sight of people. And he deceives those who dwell on the
earth by those signs which he was granted to do in the sight of the beast, telling
those who dwell on the earth to make an image to the beast who was wounded by the
sword and lived. He was granted power to give breath to the image of the beast, that
the image of the beast should both speak and cause as many as would not worship the
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image of the beast to be killed. He causes all, both small and great, rich and poor,
free and slave, to receive a mark on their right hand or on their foreheads, and that
no one may buy or sell except one who has the mark or the name of the beast, or the
number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him who has understanding calculate the
number of the beast, for it is the number of a man: His number is 666.”
At that time, only those who truly begin to follow the Jewish Scripture (Old and New
Testament) will see that fake-Christ as the most dangerous wild beast. His mark,
name or number may not come with a microchip. It could be in any form. One must
take physical death and not the mark, name or number of the fake-Christ. Those who
take it will do so because they love or fear that world system, or because they love
the basic necessities of earthly life more than obeying the Jewish Scripture (Old
and New Testament). Presently, the world is being prepared to love and fear various
things that will characterize that coming world system. The preparation and
desensitization process is mainly being carried out through: Public and Private
Education, natural human thought, Media, and the Entertainment industry. A major
teaching of that coming world system is: Self/Human Potential (Psychotherapy,
believe in yourself, increase your self-esteem, love yourself, practice imagination/
visualization, self-actualization, etc). Presently, all the churches and religions of the
world are gradually merging into that coming one-world system centered on Self/
Human Potential.
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Luke 14:25-26 “Now great multitudes went with Jesus. And He turned and said to
them, ‘If anyone comes to Me and does not hate his father and mother, wife and
children, brothers and sisters, yes, and his own life also, he cannot be My disciple.”
18:8, Jesus said “… Nevertheless, when the Son of Man comes, will He really find faith
on the earth?”
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Apart from the evils i have pointed out about that woman’s experience/vision, there
were other things about it that were not in-line with Scripture. For example, the
woman made her experience sound as if it was a vision in which Jesus appeared to
her, telling her to tell the church to wake up. If that woman fabricated that vision,
that’s blasphemy, even if the vision was from the spiritual realm, it’s still blasphemy
(2Corinthians 11:3; 11:14-15; Galatians 1:8). So many (especially Pentecostals/
Charismatics) have become used to making-up stories of “experiences with God” that
they don’t realize the awesomeness of that sin (taking God’s name in vain and lying).
It is wrong to tell lies so as to help people’s faith. A faith or soul that has lies as its
foundation will sooner or later begin to perish.
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Most church-goers (along with the world) are under the claws of fables (fantasies,
fictions, superstitions, LIES, imaginations). 2Timothy 4:1-5 “Therefore, i charge you
before God and the Lord Jesus Christ who will judge the living and the dead at His
appearing and His Kingdom: Preach the Word! Be ready in season and out of season.
Convince, rebuke, exhort, with all longsuffering and teaching. Because the time will
come when they [church-goers] will not endure sound teaching, but according to their
own desires, because they have itching ears, they will heap up for themselves
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teachers, and they will turn their ears away from the truth, and be turned aside to
fables [superstitions]. But you be watchful in all things, endure afflictions, do the
work of an evangelist, fulfill your ministry.” There’s a Heavenly reward.
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